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The Clearing Tool: RICH
RICH embodies all the energies of every

healing system in the world and more, way beyond anything we could
ever know to ask for! When you
say it, it Releases, Integrates, Clears and Harmonizes the energies around anything you bring up. RICH goes
beyond your rational mind, allowing it to go to the core of what you desire to change without you limiting
what it can do by trying to figure it out.

Release - Letting go of anything that is not truly you
Integrate - Incorporating all aspects of you. Making a demand of the Infinite Consciousness to fully restore our
powers, gifts and super abilities to be whole again without judgment.
Clear - Cleansing your energy field of all distractions, lies and stories you have been issued or created to open
up to more space for you to choose to be and show up as the wholeness of you.
Harmonize - Harmonizing your being on all levels to uncover, discover, excavate, integrate, allow and receive
everything you desire and require by simply asking for it.

It’s as easy as saying “Everything that I’ve decided about _____________, RICH.” or “Everything that allows me
to be affected by _______________, RICH.”

When you RICH a limitation, it clears yourself, your entire ancestral lineage, all of your past lives, and
everybody you're connected to in this lifetime.

The Creation Tool: RACE
We have spent so much time clearing ourselves which is amazing in and of itself, and what do we do after we
become free of what’s limiting us? Create Our Lives the way we desire to have them!

RACE stands for Radiate, Activate, Create, Expand. When you use this tool it Creates the energy of what you
would like to become as a vibration which will contribute to you receiving that in your life, it Radiates that
energy out from your being, it Activates all the energetic pathways and situations that will create what you are
asking for and it Expands that energy all the way out to Infinite Consciousness so the energy can change your
reality with the power of everything that is!

To use this tool:
“What would it take for ______________ to show up as if by Magic? Everything that wouldn’t allow that RICH.
And everything that is RACE!”

REALITY RESET
To use this tool, add it to the end of any clearing and / or creation:
“What would it take for ______________ to show up as if by Magic? Everything that wouldn’t allow that RICH.
Everything that is RACE. REALITY RESET.”

This allows your reality to create itself without the programs you cleared and released with RICH, and with the
energy you created and expanded with RACE! When you run it, it changes all the molecules in Infinite
Consciousness including your body, everything you can see and everything in your reality to function from this
new place.
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